Global Government DTF

OMG Technical Meeting
2020-03-27
Time zone: UTC-04

Key Issues to Summarize:

- First Global Government DTF meeting in several years; NIEM technical meeting
- Global Govt DTF is working with NIEM on possible standards to promote to ISO through OMG standards.
- Working with OMB on new Chief Data Officer Council and possible OMG standards role.
- This DTF will be focusing on outreach to possible government sponsors about standards for U.S. GREAT and Evidence-Based Acts.
- Working this quarter on OMG “white paper” regarding Federal Data Strategy.
- Establishing OMG relationship with Government Blockchain Association (“GBA”).

Report to Domain Committee:

- Voted (via white ballot) to recommend to DC to rename this group to “Global Government Domain Task Force”.
- Voted to recommend that a new charter be presented to DC at June 2020 OMG Orlando(??) TC